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buildings were nearing completion but many hundreds of men
were still at work.
The mausoleum itself is in Chinese style and roofed in blue
tiles, but the whole appeared garish and bare. The stony hills
around have been planted with trees and a park and gardens are
being laid out in the immediate vicinity that will, in a few years'
time, have vastly improved the surroundings. It is not difficult
to imagine, when the masonry has lost its too evident freshness
and the trees are grown, that the tomb of Sun Yat Sen will not
be lacking in grandeur.
A mile or two away are the tombs of the Emperors of the
Ming dynasty, with their quiet restrained atmosphere of age
and peace* A little wise restoration has been undertaken and the
tombs and temples formerly closed are now a favourite resort of
the Chinese public. One of the temples had been transformed into
a restaurant and at little tables tea and beer were served, but the
architectural features have not been interfered with and the
traveller can still light a scented joss-stick before the memorial
tablets. So there is refreshment for both body and soul, but
I could not help wondering what those once proud Emperors
would have said if they had known in their lifetime that their
burial places were to become scenes of picnics. But the Chinese
are a reverent race and the little family groups that passed from
place to place were full of dignity and respect. I saw many
famous sites in China—palaces and temples and tombs—but I
never saw a single instance of ribaldry or vulgarity amongst the
many Chinese visitors.
A little way from the Ming tombs are the famous avenues of
stone animals and men—the guardians of the sacred places—
elephants and camels, horses, men and genii. In the pouring
rain that fell at the moment of my visit they looked sad and
forlorn and neglected.
One rainy afternoon after lunch I was sitting in the dreary
drawing-room of the hotel. In a chair near me by the fire was an
elderly grey-haired Scots lady who was on a visit to several of
the many Missions that are scattered far and wide all over China
—a pleasant godly woman of no mean intelligence but a little
lacking in humour and not very quick on the up-take. We had
met casually the afternoon before and conversed on the one topic
of the day—the state of China, At the farther end of the room
a group of young American men, employed in selling automobiles
or the petrol by which automobiles are persuaded to move, were
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